The Mandate

- The WP1 is the ONLY Permanent intergovernmental body in the UN dealing with Road Safety

1. Open not only to the UNECE members

2. All countries throughout the world
WP1 _In action_

- Not only about up dating existing legal instruments
  - (Convention on Road Sign and Signals and on Road Traffic – 1968)
- Quick answer through RE1 and RE2
- But
- It has mandate for new instruments
- It promotes with other Un & UNECE offices “customized” Projects
The future - Together

- UN General Assembly resolution 62/244
- *Global Road Safety
- *International Cooperation
- *Knowledge sharing

**HOW?**
The Instruments

- Combined actions and efforts with other international preminent actors involved in the road safety.

- Use of legal instruments AND active presence through bilateral assistance thanks to World Bank Global Road Safety Facility
ACTORS

- Transport and Road Safety and security are recognised essential components of

- MILLENIUM DEVELOPMENT GOALS,

Safe mobility in a safer world